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Vision blind system Power supply

Controls

The contents of your order

Motorised cassette assembly

Check the fabric type and the 
size of the cassette matches the 
dimensions ordered.

1 x rechargeable battery tube +  
10 x AA NiMH rechargeable  
batteries + 2 x mounting clips

Mains power adapter
1 x 230Vac mains 
adapter.

If you ordered a control with your blind(s), then it will be one of the 
following:

Telis 1 RTS

 Pure  Silver  Lounge

Telis 4 RTS

 Pure  Silver  Lounge

Telis 16  
RTS

 Pure  Silver  Pure  Silver

Telis 6  
Chronis RTS

Chronis Smart RTS

Smoove Wall Switch

Smoove
Origin 
RTS

Smoove Touch  
Sensitive RTS

White, Black & Silver

Each blind ordered will have the following components:

 Inside recess fitting Outside recess fitting
 Top fix spring brackets  Universal brackets

  

Blind up to1M wide: 2 - Blind 1M to 2M wide: 3 - Blind over 2M wide: 4

Set of rawl plugs + screws to fix the brackets.

Rechargeable Battery Pack
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Fitting the blind inside or outside the window recess
Fitting your blind inside the window recess
Firstly decide whether to face fix or top fix your blind. 
Top fix your blind within the recess if:      Face fix your blind if:

 • you have uPVC window frames          • you want to fit the brackets directly to the window frame
 • there are obstructions like handles       

When deciding on the position the brackets, make sure that you allow enough space for the bottom bar of the blind to 
clear window handles while the blind is travelling down.

Fitting your blind outside the window recess
Follow the steps below to position your vision blind in the middle of your window:
The measurements at either end of the recess (C) need to be the same. 
To work out C:
 1)  Measure and record the width of the window (measurement B). 
 2)  Measure and record the width of the blind (measurement A). 
 3)  Take measurement B away from measurement A and  
  divide the answer by 2 to get measurement C.

A

B CC

Blind fitting & position

Rechargeable battery pack
We recommend that you fit the rechargeable battery pack before fitting the blind.

Secure the battery pack clips in place at the same side as the motor position. 

Inside recess blind mounting: secure the clips directly behind the blind.
Outside recess blind mounting: secure the clips above & behind the blind.

Once the clips are in place, mount the battery pack ensuring that the supply  
cable is routed towards the blind motor position.



Top fix spring clip bracket
The top fix spring clip bracket is designed to allow quick fit and release of your cassette blind.  
Once the brackets are fitted, the cassette system simply clips in place.

Fitting
Place the front lip 
of your cassette 
into the front hook 
of the bracket and 
push upwards into 
the bracket until 
there is a firm click.

Vision blind installation - top fix

Removing
To remove the blind, push the 
lip of the bracket at the back 
of the cassette upwards using 
the head of a screwdriver, 
then pull the rear of the  
cassette downwards.

STEP 1
Spacing
Mark the brackets approx 50mm in 
from each end with other brackets 
spaced evenly between them.

STEP 2
Fixing positions
Position your bracket from the centre of the fixing hole a minimum 
distance of 45mm from the back of any obstruction and with the lip 
to the back. Mark the position of the hole, then secure in place.

Top fix bracket

Lip

If securing the brackets to plaster, 
brick, stone, etc., drill the holes 
at the marked positions using a 
5.5mm masonry drill bit, then  
use the  raw plugs and screws  
supplied to fix the brackets.
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Universal bracket
The universal bracket is designed to allow quick fit and release of your cassette blind.  
Once the brackets are fitted, the cassette system simply clips in place.

Fitting
Tilt your cassette blind back and 
locate the front lip of the bracket 
to the front lip of the cassette, 
then push back and upwards at 
the same time until there is a firm 
click.

Vision blind installation - face fix

Removing
To remove the blind 
push back on the 
cassette and pull
downwards.

STEP 1
Spacing
Mark the brackets approx 50mm in 
from each end with other brackets 
spaced evenly between them.

STEP 2
Fixing positions
Position the back of your bracket against the wall to the height of the  
blind drop then mark the position of the holes (mark and fix a mini-
mum of two hole points), then secure the brackets in place.

Universal bracket

If securing the brackets to plaster, 
brick, stone, etc., drill the holes 
at the marked positions using a 
5.5mm masonry drill bit, then  
use the  raw plugs and screws  
supplied to fix the brackets.
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Power up & testing - blind supplied with a control

Rechargeable battery pack
Once your blind is fixed securely in place, you are ready to connect 
the battery pack. Take the motor supply cable and connect the long 
plug into the long socket of the battery pack. Tidy any excess cable 
away to ensure it does not come into contact with the blind.

Your Vision blind is tested to ensure it is operating correctly prior to dispatch. During this process, the upper and lower stop  
positions are preset based on your height measurement. We also pair the control ordered to the motor for your convenience.

You ordered a control with the blind
Follow the instructions below

You didn’t order a control with the blind
Follow the instructions on the next page

Test the motorised Vision blind operation
Press the down button on your control.
The blind will travel down for a few seconds, then reverse direction and travel back up to 
the original starting position. This ‘Down/Up’ movement occurs when the blind is operated 
after a battery pack is plugged back into the motor to provide visual feedback that power 
has been restored to the blind. Use your control to confirm that the up/down directions are 
correct and the blind automatically stops at the preset upper and lower stop positions.

Mains power adapter
Plug the mains power adapter into your socket outlet and connect the long 
socket on the trailing lead to the long plug on the motor supply cable.
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New blind - Existing Somfy RTS control
Before you begin
The following procedure is relevant if you ordered a motorised blind and selected ‘no control’ during the order process as you already 
have a Somfy RTS control.  
The blind supplied has been set up with the up/down direction correctly defined and the stopping positions preset.
The programming process below depicts a Somfy Telis 1 RTS Pure as the control - any Somfy RTS control can be used, just 
make sure that you follow the procedure as described below even if you have a wall switch or timer control.

Pairing your existing Somfy control to your blind
STEP 1: Initiate programming
Press both     and      buttons 
together briefly and let go -  
the blind will jog.  
A jog is a brief up and down 
motion. 

STEP 2: Pair the control
Press and hold the programming 
button on the back of the RTS 
control* until the blind jogs. The 
RTS control is now paired to the 
blind motor.

*Program buttons - Somfy RTS controls

     3

s

Telis 1 & 4 Smoove Wall Switch Telis 16 &  
6 Chronis

Chronis Smart

STEP 3: Test
Use your RTS control to 
confirm that the up/down 
directions are correct and 
the blind automatically 
stops at the preset upper 
and lower stop positions.

Power up & testing - blind supplied without a control



Operation
Operating your motorised Vision blind
General control
Your motorised Vision blind has been programmed to automatically stop at a preset upper and lower stop position. You need only press 
the Up or Down button briefly and the blind will travel in the respective direction until it reaches the preset stop position, where it will stop 
automatically. You can stop the blind at any point within the preset up and down stop positions by pressing the middle or  ‘my’ button.

Lowering the blind
Press the       button briefly to send 
the blind to the lower stop position.

Raising the blind
Press the       button briefly to send 
the blind to the upper stop position.

Stopping the blind
Press the       button briefly to stop 
the blind at an intermediate position.

Blind control
Handsets, wall switches and timers can be added or removed to provide the desired control requirement. 

Single channel control 
Single channel control 
will allow independent 
operation of a single  
blind or simultaneous  
operation of a group of 
blinds.

Multi channel control 
Multi channel control 
will allow independent 
and group operation of 
multiple blinds.

Control a single blind

Telis 1
Pure

Smoove 
Wall Switch

Telis 4
Pure

Channel 1 
= Blind 1

Channel 2 
= Blind 2

Channel 3 = Blinds 2 & 3

Control a group of blinds
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Adjusting the Upper & Lower stopping positions 

Adjust the upper stop position
Press       to send the blind to 
the current upper stop position.

Adjust the lower stop position
Press       to send the blind to 
the current lower stop position.

Press both      and      simultaneously 
until the blind jogs (approx 5 secs). 
Then use      and/or        to adjust the 
blind to the desired upper position.

Press both      and      simultaneously 
until the blind jogs (approx 5 secs). 
Then use      and/or        to adjust the 
blind to the desired lower position.

Press and hold      (approx 5 
secs) until the blind jogs to 
confirm the new upper stop 
position has been recorded.

Press and hold      (approx 5 
secs) until the blind jogs to 
confirm the new lower stop 
position has been recorded.

Setting a ‘my’ position (intermediate position)
Setting
Use either      or      to operate the blind and press        
      to stop at the desired ‘my’ or intermediate 
position.

Once the desired Intermediate position is reached, 
Press and hold       until the blind jogs (approx 5 
secs). The ‘my’ position has now been set.

Using
Send the blind to the ‘my’ position by pressing       from 
ANY position (the blind must be stationary prior to  
activating the ‘my’ position function).

Delete the ‘my’ position
Send the blind to the ‘my’ position, then press and hold       
      until the blind jogs (approx 5 secs). The ‘my’ position 
has now been deleted.

Adjusting the upper & lower stop positions

Setting an intermediate ‘my’ position



STEP 6: Confirm the stopping positions
Once the blind has stopped at the upper stop  
position, press and hold      until the blind jogs to 
confirm the stop positions have been recorded  
(approx 5 secs).

Reset and re-programme the Vision blind motor
Before you begin - Disconnect the power to all other blinds in range while programming. 

Reset procedure

STEP 2: Initiate programming
Press both     and      simultaneously then release - 
the blind jogs. A jog is a brief up and down motion. 
You can now operate the blind, but it will only move 
when the      or      buttons are held down.

STEP 3: Check directions
Press the      button. While pressing      the blind 
should travel down. If the blind goes up, change 
direction by pressing and holding the      button  
until the blind jogs (approx 5 secs). Press the       
button to check the direction has reversed.

STEP 4: Setting the UPPER stopping position 
Adjust the blind to the upper stop position. Press both      
and      simultaneously, then release - the blind will start to 
lower (if nothing happens, repeat the process until the blind 
starts to lower). Stop the blind at the lower stopping position 
and fine tune to the exact point with      or      .

STEP 5: Setting the LOWER stopping position
Press both      and      simultaneously, then release. 
The blind will move up and stop at the upper stop 
position previously set (if nothing happens, repeat the 
process until the blind starts to move up).

STEP 7: Set user mode
Press and release the programming button on the back 
of the control - the blind jogs. The blind is now in User 
Mode and the control has been recorded to the motor.  
Double check the stop positions as a precaution.
The reset and programming procedure is complete.

STEP 1: Initiate reset
Take a paper clip and press and hold the PROGRAM button on the motor head until the blind 
jogs 3 times (approx 12 secs). All setting are deleted and the motor has been reset.

Press with a 
paper clip for 

approx 12 secs
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Adding or deleting a single channel control (handset or wall switch)
Programmed Transmitter 

Step 1: Take a handset or wall switch that 
is already programmed to the blind motor. 

Step 2: Press and hold the program  
button of the handset or wall switch  
until the blind jogs (approx 2-3 secs).

Transmitter to add or delete 

Step 3: Select the handset or wall 
switch to be added or deleted.

Step 4: Press and hold the program 
button of that handset or wall switch 
until the blind jogs (approx 1 sec).

Control already 
programmed 
into the motor

Assigning additional channels with a multi channel control

Channel LED’s
All 4 lights will 
illuminate when 
the fifth  
channel is 
activated.

Channel Selector 
Button
Repeatedly 
press to toggle 
between  
channels.

Telis 4 RTS
Multi Channel

Remote Handset

Multi Channel Programming - Example: Two blinds with independent control on channels 1 (blind 1) & 2 
(blind 2) - set up the blinds for group control on channel 3 (with Ch3 selected, blinds 1 & 2 operate together).

Remote 
Handset

Wall Switch

Control to  
add/delete 

from the motor

Remote 
Handset

Wall Switch

Step 5: Select Ch. 2 which operates blind No2. 

Step 6: Press and hold the program button on 
the rear of the handset until blind No2 jogs  
(approx 2-3 secs).

Step 7: Select Ch. 3 on the handset. 

Step 8: Press the program button on the  
rear of the handset until blind No2 jogs  
(approx 1 sec).

Ch. 3 will now operate blind No2.

Step 1: Select Ch. 1 which operates blind No1. 

Step 2: Press and hold the program button on 
the rear of the handset until blind No1 jogs  
(approx 2-3 secs).

Step 3: Select Ch. 3 on the handset. 

Step 4: Press the program button on the  
rear of the handset until blind No1 jogs  
(approx 1 sec).

Ch. 3 will now operate blind No1.

When both programming procedures have been completed, Ch.3 will operate blinds 1 & 2 together.
This programming principle can be used to create group control scenarios with multi channel controls.
All other blinds should be disconnected from their respective power while programming is in progress.  
While programming, the blind should not be inactive for longer than 2 minutes or the motor will exit the programming mode.

Add/delete controls & mutli channel programming
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